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Navy dispatches second carrier
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Retaliation against Libya not planned

The Coral Sea is moving northwest toward the central Mediterranean, but still in the west of the Libyan sources said.

The Coral Sea had been scheduled to inspect Malta for the Atlantic Ocean for inspection for possible weapons, including chemical weapons, that began yesterday.

But the Pentagon confirmed Wednesday night that those orders had been scuttled for an "indeterminate period." The Coral Sea was not expected to have any contact with any military operations in Libya or the Mediterranean, sources said.

In putting under way, the Coral Sea was in the eastern Mediterranean, not within the Mediterranean. The American fleet was on station at a Libya, Wednesday.
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University aims to enrol more minority grads

Defendants may not take stand

On the Wood County Common Pleas Court witness stand yesterday morning, Alan Mayberry, (left) assistant county prosecutor, questioned defendant Floyd Boatman, 22, of Bowling Green, Ohio. The defendant testified that he did not rape a girl in or near Bowling Green.

The America had been scheduled to depart Malaga for the Atlantic Ocean and to move into a Mediterranean impact mission OCT. 2.

The Coral Sea is steaming eastward within the Mediterranean. The American fleet is on station at a Libya, Wednesday.

The Americas had been scheduled to make another port call at Crete, France, but those orders were also canceled.

There are reports that the U.S. is considering sending aircraft, including stealth aircraft, to Libya to bolster the direction of the central Mediterranean, but they haven't formed up in a battle group yet, and now officially.

The Coral Sea's depart Malaga for the Atlantic Ocean.

---

SALT II extension sought

WELLER, chairperson of the Senior Class Fundraising Program, announced that $13,000 has been raised for the Senior Challenge, the senior fundraising program with a goal of $13,000. Alleged violations include the arsenal," said a letter to Reagan signed by 38 Democrats and 14 Republicans.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A bipartisan group of 14 senators has urged President Reagan yesterday to maintain the 1979 SALT II arms control treaty, even if it means scrapping two battle groups.
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Let this lady pick up the tab

by Mike Rayko

I don't think the public is ready to let people on a bus or see them in a store and assume that they are illegal aliens and treat them with disrespect or throw change at them. That's my feeling. I'm not saying that there's any kind of discrimination, but that an illegal alien has the right to be treated like any other person. People are starting to see the consequences of illegal immigration. And when we have these large concentrations of illegal aliens, that's when it's going to cause problems. And I think that's what's happening now. People are starting to realize that they're not going to be able to control illegal immigration anymore. That's why they are always talking about these groups that oppose new immigration. But it's not really good policy in the long run to call them undocumented workers. If I forget my wallet, I'm not going to work in the morning, I'm not going to show up for work, I'm not going to see what the consequences would be. And if somebody smoked my car, and my employer or my insurance company, the company would have taken care of that. That's why I don't like the words "illegal alien." It means what it says. It's not a good term. It's not a good policy of immigration.

Well, we got 'em in trouble, at least, at length. I've never seen it. I don't see anything in these terms that I would stand against English in all of this. It's more like a general awareness.

In other words, if somebody messes into this country, our last defense and what we should use to provide their leave: to provide for a housing system.

But after all, if a stranger wandered into your house and killed your dog, you probably would call the police.

That's what always concerns me. These groups keep bringing up that we're doing this thing to prevent the Chinese from coming in here. It doesn't seem to be in their interest to keep them out.

If I follow their argument, this is the only reason why somebody crowds through my window at night, and I see the light, I'm being tested to pull the trigger. I'm in no better position than you're in.

Abuse is vicious cycle

by David H. Schmidt

If any of us are innocent, as they all are saying, I think it's important. Because there are those who are innocent, and those who are saying the truth. And I think it's important that we not be misled by any kind of lies. I think it's important that we not be misled by any kind of lies. It's important that we not be misled by any kind of lies.

Letters

We're not children

Along with many other graduate students, I have been interested in the plans and procedures of the Graduate Student Senate. It seems to me that the Senate has been doing a much better job of protecting the rights of graduate students.

Phony SIGS signs

Some SIGs are placed at various locations on campus. I have noticed a few SIGs that have been distributed by SIGs.

Founders mice

The BG News article "Founders fights rodents" (April 8) was somewhat misleading.

BLOOM COUNTY

I am writing as a student at Eastern Illinois University.

Finally, to Michaela, who has been working on the same issue of the News: I believe you have done a wonderful job of covering the various concerns about the administration and politics. But it is also true that you have highlighted the differences between the upper levels of the administration and the students. I hope that you will continue to focus on these issues.

The following is the response of the editors of the News to the previous article.

The editors of the News acknowledge your concerns and hope that you will continue to contribute to the discussion.

We appreciate your feedback and encourage further discussion.

THE BG NEWS

Managing editor: Mike Rayko
Assistant Editor: Janine Young
News editor: Nancy Breitkreutz
Features editor: Dan Greenfield
Sports editor: Richard Wolf
Metro editor: Dan Garfield
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Foreign tales told to BG youngsters

Most children are familiar with the American versions of fairy tales like Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty, but local nursery school children had the chance to listen to stories of another nature.

As part of the scheduled events listed for the International Week, the World Student Association sponsored a session for youngsters to listen to foreign fairy tales in the International Lounge of South Hall Wednesday.

"The purpose of the event is to let children know that there are different types of people and cultures," Jeff Griffith, assistant director of the international program, said. "It's a fantastic opportunity for the American college students to get an international understanding through the arts, which is the theme of this year's International Week."

Mushalwa Ridzwan, president of the World Student Association, said foreign fairy tales invite Americans to learn about another culture.

"Some of the foreign students really miss home and the literature event allows them to reflect on their experiences from their country," Ridzwan said. "And at the same time, it gives the children a glimpse into cultural beliefs." While Ridzwan said the morals of the foreign fairy tales are basically the same as American tales, the theme of International Week sets a good foundation for a sense of internationalism.

"It also gives the youngsters a chance to learn about another culture firsthand. Parents often tell their children about politics and social beliefs from another country, but the literature readings will introduce the subject to youngsters," she said. "It gives the children a chance to reflect on their own beliefs and ideas."

Abdulah Please, senior industrial education major from Nigeria, said the readings not only reflect different cultures, but also teach the children to be obedient to their parents and elders.

"In Nigeria, children are instilled with the idea of respecting elders while they are young, so they will be literature readings that are older," Please said. "I think the children need to know how things are done there."

Kelley McConnaughy, sophomore elementary education major, reads the German version of Little Red Riding Hood to Tracey Fritz, junior child services major, and a group of University nursery school students. The event was part of International Week sponsored by the World Student Association.

Better to eat you with my dear...!

Kelley McConnaughy, sophomore elementary education major, reads the German version of Little Red Riding Hood to Tracey Fritz, junior child services major, and a group of University nursery school students. The event was part of International Week sponsored by the World Student Association.
Jazz bands win at festival

by Michelle Fisher

The College of Musical Arts Jazz Lab Band and jazz combo conducted clinics and workshops for music students from 80 colleges and universities from the Midwest. The two groups received outstanding performance awards in a competition that included musical performance awards in the 1986 Elmhurst College Jazz Festival in Elmhurst, Ill. The College of Musical Arts Jazz Lab Band and jazz combo were recognized at the luncheon following the festival to a combination of a showcase of the teams' skills as demonstrated by the performers who were the winners in the 1986 Elmhurst College Jazz Festival in Elmhurst, Ill.

Drill teams to compete today

Drill teams from across the United States will meet for the annual 1986 BGSU Invitational Drill Meet. The week's events will conclude with a concert performed by the professional band, Swing City, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Friday, April 11.

The invitational meet is an ROTC-related event, and the national event is associated with the Pershing Rifles National Drill Meet, and Prescott drill meet, conducted annually by BGSU.
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The teams are judged in three categories: the first of which is physical performance, the second is technique, and the third is team skills.
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Applications for

The GAVEL Editor and
The OBSIDIAN Editor

for the 1986-87 academic year
are being accepted through
Friday, April 11, 5 p.m.
214 West Hall

Preview Your Favorite Baseball Teams

★ Cincinnati Reds ★ Cleveland Indians ★
Detroit Tigers ★ Toledo Mudhens
in the 1986

THE BG NEWS

BASEBALL TABLOID SPECIAL EDITION
Wednesday, April 23
Advertising Deadline: Thursday, April 17, 4 p.m.
• 214 West Hall • 372-2601

LATE NIGHT WEEKEND SPECIAL

Buy the slice or buy the pie.

Between 11 p.m.-3 a.m. buy
2 slices and get the
3rd Slice FREE!

Dine in room open until 2 a.m.,
Order thru until 3 a.m.

Join Us for Happy Hours
Thursday and Friday, 5-9 p.m.
Free Delivery from 5 until close

Rocky Rococo

176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(419) 352-4600

The KEY... To Winning

Order your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G.

2nd Prize: $100.00
Gift Certificate
At Finder's Records & Tapes
128 N. Main, B.G.

3rd Prize: $25.00
Gift Certificate
at Aspen Grill & Cafe
107 State St., B.G.

D R A W I N G : Wed., April 30, 5 p.m.

ORDER NOW at the KEY Office
28 West Hall 1:30-4:30 p.m. M-F

ORDER NOW - PAY LATER -

Mail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically

ORDER NOW — PAY LATER —

Celebrate 75 Years With us

SPECIAL 75TH ANNIVERSARY PRICE!!
ONLY $16.95

Mail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically
Falcons blow by Vikings

by Matt Weishahn

Sports

The Falcons will open their MAC schedule against Ball State at home at 9:30 a.m. The Cardinals are rated 13th in the nation and have already beaten three Big Ten opponents.

To popular demand, JT’s has changed its pizza specials. Try B.G.’s Expensive Pizza.

Yesterday was the first time the midseason meeting at the courts since the Falcons were rechristened with Tinnemeyer, the only Falcon senior, B.G.’s younger players are playing re-

Paddy Murphy is survived by his wife, Rose, his son, Bob, and four daughters, Pat, Nancy, Mary, and Eileen. He was predeceased by his beloved brother of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Robert Murphy. The service was held at the church of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon House. Murphy’s death was a shock to his family and friends who knew him for his kindness, generosity, and good humor.

The New York Yankees and Detroit Red Sox are once again sponsoring the Mid-American League action.

The temperature, which was 45 degrees at 9 a.m., will rise to 50 by 5 p.m. April 14. The weather will be mostly cloudy with a slight chance of rain.

The winner was Dave Rig-

Easier went to third on a ground ball hit by Butch Wynegar who came in after Frank White had led off the top of the fifth inning with a single. The Indians scored four runs in the fifth inning.

An early five-run deficit and the Brothers of Delta Gamma, and the Sisters of Delta Gamma, are once again sponsoring the Mid-American League action.
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Indians fans green with envy over Reds

In Wilson's Words

by Phillip B. Wilson

Everybody who likes baseball please raise your hand. Okay, not bad. Now, everyone who has a pro baseball team from Ohio say, "That's pretty good." Percentage wise, Cincinnati fans are reading this notion that the Cleveland Indians' "City of Champions" Rose is the greatest!"

From what I can hear, that's not so good. For those teams there are only a few Cincinnati fans here at the University. In fact, those Indians are not nearly as popular and noisy as the Indians and Detroit Tigers followers. But the problem has always been with the Clevelanders. Maybe it's because the Indians have an ex-red for a manager in Sparky Anderson. Or, it could be in the fact that the Indians and Reds are the same size team with the same supporters. But for whatever reason, most of these Cleveland Indian supporters are bad news to me. This Indians never really bothered me. In fact, I always talk about the Indians with my classmates and they say, "Oh, I like the Tribe" and such. We would watch a game of two teams and I'd talk about the old days of legends Bob Feller and Bob Lemon. I hate to admit it, but I even root for those teams as well. Because if the Tribe loses, everyone who watches the game will be let down. But the bottom line is we don't care who wins and that's what I like about the Tribe. We've never won a World Series and we won't anytime soon because I feel the Tribe is a better team than the Indians. And when I say Indians, I don't mean the current team. It's my teams from Aeroqoip Corp V P ot Communications Records or can 372-8441 and Detroit Tigers followers. Only a few Cincinnati fans here have an ex-Red for a manager in the Cleveland Indians. But in the case of Indians, I don't think that's a bad thing. They have the advantage of having a manager that's out of his league. Wilson also added two seasoned veteran pitchers in Bill Gullickson and John Denny who were both in their early 30s. Rose also added two experienced starting pitchers in Bill Gullickson and John Denny who were both in their early 30s. Rose also added two experienced starting pitchers in Bill Gullickson and John Denny who were both in their early 30s. Rose also added two experienced starting pitchers in Bill Gullickson and John Denny who were both in their early 30s.

Classifieds

LITTLE SIBS SPECIAL—BSUU ICE ARENA
Bring your little sib skating at the Ice Arena! * You pay the regular student rate of $1.25 plus skate rental and your little sib receives free admission & free skate rental.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 8-10 p.m.

* Also — All Sportswear will be available at 10% off all weekend at the BSUU Ice Arena. Buy your little sib a tee shirt, sweatshirt, hooded parka, Falcon hockey jersey, or a polo shirt & save money.

SIGMA NU
Spring Formal
April 12, 1986

SIGMA NU Spring Formal April 12, 1986

Chris & Vanessa
Chuck & Tracy
Dove & Arky
Ed & Janene
Todd & Lori
Bob & Tris
Scott & Jonnie
Brian & Nettie
Jim & Peggy
Mike & Tiffany
Mark & Ellen
John & Jill
Rob & Lori
John & Tana
Nick & Barb
Scott & Lisa
Eric & Elizabeth
Bob & Amy
Fred & Romona
Mike & Tracy

CB & Barb
Jim & Lisa
Jim & Moria
Brincl & Ashley
Bill & Karen
Mark & Julie
Tony & Kim
John & Christa
Paul & Lisa
Chris & Michelle
Coop & Nona
Mike & Sheri
Rick & Amy
Joe & Tanya
Matt & Anne
John & Tina
Tim & Paula
Don & Denise
Lonnie & Kelly
Jeff & Debbie
Tom & Whitney
Sweethart & Rookies

Can you write, edit or shoot photos?
The BG News is now accepting applications for summer and fall staff positions including all staff editors, photographers and reporters. Most are paid positions. Applications may be picked up at the BG News Office, 214 West Hall, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Application deadline: April 23

ENJOY GOOD LIVING in '86 WITH PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO., 835 High St. — Retail Office Located University Medical Centre Phone 262-9278

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall

HAYVEN HOUSE

PRESIDENT — 9th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 660 6TH ST.
SMALL BLOGS — MAIN & BETWEEN 4th & 7th
707 6TH
816 8TH ST.

Cuckoo & Friends

Hyde House Whipped

Indoor Heated Pool

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

Phone 262-9278

Monday — Friday

9:00-4:30

Opening Housings for Summer & Fall

Features

2 bedrooms — carpeted & furnished
Gas heat — gas cooking
Laundry area in each building
Solarium area in each apartment
Lots of closet space

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has

IHOP Whippe

Sun Lamps

Shower Message

Amiga, Apple IIe & IIgs on site,

American facilities and equipment

Elegant Furnishings

Patio Furniture

Theatre Tickets

Restaurant Deals
Classifieds
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

A CROSSES

1. Little clever (11)
2. 28 Across reversed, 3. shorter
3. Encourage (9)
4. 10 Across reversed, 16. essential
5. Stone (9)
6. Agreed (9)
7. What can't be broken? (5)
8. A true animal (4)
9. A young woman (5)
10. Get a balance (11)
11. 8 Across reversed, 14. Ancient
12. Sweetener (11)
13. High (9)
14. A fighting man (5)
16. 13 Across reversed, 21. Civilian
17. A mining vessel (11)
18. 16 Across reversed, 22. Rich
19. Outer belt (9)
20. 17 Across reversed, 23. Fated
21. 22 Across reversed, 24. Trong
22. 23 Across reversed, 28. Must
23. A brand of beer (5)
24. 27 Across reversed, 3. Hymn
25. 18 Across reversed, 4. Watch
26. 9 Across reversed, 5. Hall
27. 8 Across reversed, 3. Woman
28. 7 Across reversed, 4. Wind
29. 6 Across reversed, 5. Street
30. 5 Across reversed, 4. Room
31. 4 Across reversed, 5. River
32. 3 Across reversed, 5. Room
33. 2 Across reversed, 5. Star
34. 1 Across reversed, 5. Room
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DOWNS

1. You're the king, too! (5,8)
2. Got to be wise (11)
3. A show of 25,000 (6)
4. A tangle of 25,000 (6)
5. A city in Texas (9)
6. A movie genre (9)
7. A kind of chat (5)
8. A speed in mph (5)
9. A movie genre (9)
10. A movie genre (9)
11. A movie genre (9)
12. A movie genre (9)
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21. A movie genre (9)
22. A movie genre (9)
23. A movie genre (9)
24. A movie genre (9)
25. A movie genre (9)
26. A movie genre (9)
27. A movie genre (9)
28. A movie genre (9)
29. A movie genre (9)
30. A movie genre (9)
31. A movie genre (9)
32. A movie genre (9)
33. A movie genre (9)
34. A movie genre (9)

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A NEW SPANISH-SPEAKING VOLUNTEER TO HELP WITH A COMMUNITY-ORIENTED PROGRAM IN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND FRIDAY FROM 2:30 TO 4:30 PM. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE CALL 555-1234.
Beers full flavor takes time to create

by Dennis Reusche

You never can really own beer. You can simply pay rent for a little while. The anonymous inebrious philosopher who contradicted that maxim made a poignant observation: "I believe in beer. Beer is the first and noblest of human inventions. There never was a civilization that did not know about beer."

The brewing process from its beginnings in the brewhouse to the keg takes nearly two months. In Columbus, the Anheuser-Busch Brewery produces 1.06 million barrels of Budweiser, Michelob, Busch and several other brews each year. A barrel, in beer-world jargon, is equal to 31 gallons.

This plant, one of 11 in the Anheuser chain, employs 1,280 persons. The fruits of their labor move into 18 one-truck trailers and dozen rail cars daily. Columbus' brewery features four bottle lines, three can lines and one draught line in packaging. (Top Left) Brewery employees pour hops in the brew kettle to produce wort, a mixture of malt, rice, corn and hops carbonated water. (Top Right) A quality control panel reads to judge the color, color, and color. (Bottom Left) Draught beer is funneled into 550 kegs an hour. (Bottom Right) A quality control panel reads to judge the color, color, and color.

The anonymous inebrious philosopher who contradicted that maxim made a poignant observation: "I believe in beer. Beer is the first and noblest of human inventions. There never was a civilization that did not know about beer." Apparently, the workers of Anheuser-Busch in Columbus know what all drinkers seem to know: "There is no taste whatsoever generated from the release of dead yeast," said Howard's - that's good, nice and drinking usually doesn't.

The brew hall is where it all takes place," said Tim Banmer, sophomore manager. "You never can really own beer. You can simply pay rent for a little while. The anonymous inebrious philosopher who contradicted that maxim made a poignant observation: "I believe in beer. Beer is the first and noblest of human inventions. There never was a civilization that did not know about beer."

The next step provides these properties and taste of the brand it will become. To accommodate different recipes, Anheuser-Busch uses 13 varieties of malt. The water is mixed with timbers, then heated in a cooker called the "mash tun" before going into a mash tank with the malt. The mash is cooked, to convert the starches in the malt to sugar and make a mash that will feed the yeast, which is then added. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered.

"Of course they're all secret," said Pelos. Among the handful of ingredients that are known are the spices. Anheuser-Busch uses 13 varieties. One of the secrets of brewing is the spices. Anheuser-Busch uses 13 varieties. One of the secrets of brewing is the spices.

Once the mash is mixed with the water, the hops are strained from the wort on the liquid's way out of the brewhall. At this point the wort is concentrated and lacks alcohol.

The brewhouse is a place of properties and transforms the fluid into beer. The wort travels through a series of cooling towers which circulate water at various temperatures from near boiling to 97 degrees. The wort is cooled and routed into primary fermentation tanks. For every 100 bushels of malt, a 1-gallon product of fermentation occurs. The yeast is stored in a cold room, and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered.

The brewhouse is a place of properties and transforms the fluid into beer. The wort travels through a series of cooling towers which circulate water at various temperatures from near boiling to 97 degrees. The wort is cooled and routed into primary fermentation tanks. For every 100 bushels of malt, a 1-gallon product of fermentation occurs. The yeast is stored in a cold room, and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered.

The brewhouse is a place of properties and transforms the fluid into beer. The wort travels through a series of cooling towers which circulate water at various temperatures from near boiling to 97 degrees. The wort is cooled and routed into primary fermentation tanks. For every 100 bushels of malt, a 1-gallon product of fermentation occurs. The yeast is stored in a cold room, and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, a chemical powder, to remove all protein and must be filtered.
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Beer often beneficial to health

by Wendy Davy

Friday, April 11, 1986

It may not be something that would be served at an eight ball party, but imported beer is a topic appreciated by many University students, a manager of a wine shop said. However, he warned people that the more beneficial aspect to food by taste of food. Beer provides a pleasurable aspect to food by creating a desirable appetite to many people. Studies have shown that beer is often associated with the pleasure of eating.

To some people, beer is used for non-purposes - to get drunk. But beer consumption in moderation and under close supervision of a medical staff, can be beneficial to a person’s health.

Among the more beneficial aspects to food by beer, says Joe Williford, a professor in the nutrition department at BGSU, is that beer is a high source of folic and minerals found in some imported beers worth the price.

According to the book, “Fermented Food Beverages in Nutrition,” beer is a destroyer of health, there are no research studies that show that beer is a nourishing, wholesome and beneficial beverage. According to this book, “Fermented Food Beverages in Nutrition,” people consume beer for several reasons.

Probably the most popular and widely used reason why people drink beer is to achieve relaxation and improve the taste of food. Beer provides a pleasurable aspect to food by creating a desirable appetite to many people. Studies have shown that beer is often asso- }

According to Janosik, the reason people decide not to go back to domestic beers. Janosik agrees that the beer, (dark beers) that are served at an eight keg party, but imported beer is a topic appreciated by many University students, a manager of a wine shop said. However, he warned people that the more beneficial aspect to food by taste of food. Beer provides a pleasurable aspect to food by creating a desirable appetite to many people. Studies have shown that beer is often associated with the pleasure of eating.
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To some people, beer is used for non-purposes - to get drunk. But beer consumption in moderation and under close supervision of a medical staff, can be beneficial to a person’s health.

Among the more beneficial aspects to food by beer, says Joe Williford, a professor in the nutrition department at BGSU, is that beer is a high source of folic and minerals found in some imported beers worth the price.

According to the book, “Fermented Food Beverages in Nutrition,” beer is a destroyer of health, there are no research studies that show that beer is a nourishing, wholesome and beneficial beverage. According to this book, “Fermented Food Beverages in Nutrition,” people consume beer for several reasons.
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To some people, beer is used for non-purposes - to get drunk. But beer consumption in moderation and under close supervision of a medical staff, can be beneficial to a person’s health.

Among the more beneficial aspects to food by beer, says Joe Williford, a professor in the nutrition department at BGSU, is that beer is a high source of folic and minerals found in some imported beers worth the price.
The standard "Quarter's" game involves骰子 rolling a quarter by letting it rest on the top of the table, then ricocheting it off your nose until it drops on the floor, then gathering it up, filling with beer, off a "water" surface, if you make the quarter to the cup, or as in the next person, if a player shoots the quarter in the cup four times consecutively, it is considered a "rip." These rules include "no playing," "no pouring," or "no games." "Quarters" created a novel way to speak, that is, the introduction of "Quar- ter's Variations." These variations generated from the game, 'Quarters' people got put, Eileen Connell, sopho- more finance major said, "I'm getting too immense, I'm no longer the last, but now I don't resolve it a lot."

**Drinking games popular among students**

By Torrey Handel
Today's reporter
Remember when you thought play- ing drinking games was just a frath- erhood, and you couldn't control yourself? Now, play- ing drinking games until you are blindly routed is "fun" and they are definite breakers at parties and other events according to some Uni- versity students. After talking, according to "Beer (Seven) E (The Inquisitive Sequel)," Quarter's is the most popular religious game played in the bars, "he said, "because it's the easiest, and doesn't involve a lot."

The standard "Quarter's" game involves rolling a quarter by letting it rest on the top of the table, then ricocheting it off your nose until it drops on the floor, then gathering it up, filling with beer, off a "water" surface, if you make the quarter to the cup, or as in the next person, if a player shoots the quarter in the cup four times consecutively, it is considered a "rip." These rules include "no playing," "no pouring," or "no games." "Quarters" created a novel way to speak, that is, the introduction of "Quar- ter's Variations." These variations generated from the game, 'Quarters' people got put, Eileen Connell, sopho- more finance major said, "I'm getting too immense, I'm no longer the last, but now I don't resolve it a lot."

**Survival at a Bowling Green**

By Laura Gorman
Friday reporter
by Laura Gorman
Matt Donofrio, sophomore accoun- ting/MIS major, and bouncer at Up- perin America. "Quarters' is the most popular religion in America. Matt Donofrio, sophomore accoun-
ing/MIS major, and bouncer at Up-
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"The Aspen Freeze"

95° creamy Italian ice cream, & NOW . . .
Everybody's doing it

Also "The Summit" - $1.75

Gelato served in a chocolate cup
beer added to recipes enhances flavor

By John F. Golbe
Friday reporter

The intoxicating powers of beer are well known, especially among college campuses. However, few people realize that beer is used in recipes other than that concocted by brewers. My grandfather knew that before the discovery of wine, beer was the drink of choice. The rise of the anti-alcohol movement in America, however, limited beer’s use to the occasional blouse stuffer.

Indeed, the same holds true following the prohibition — five bored men in a desolate basement in space age Syracuse were the first to realize that beer was more than just a hangover tonic. That was the year 1970.

Beer is a versatile ingredient that can be used in a wide variety of dishes, from soups to salads. It can be added to recipes as a beverage, a cooking ingredient, or even as an additive to enhance flavor. In fact, beer is used in a variety of ways in cooking, from basting meats to enhancing sauces. In this article, we will explore the different ways beer can be used in recipes and the benefits of incorporating it into your cooking.

Beer in soups

Beer is a great addition to soups, providing a rich and creamy base. It can be used in both sweet and savory soups, from traditional beer and cheese soup to more experimental soups like beer and mushroom soup. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in soups.

Beer in stews

Beer is a great addition to stews, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory stews, from traditional beer and onion stew to more experimental stews like beer and vegetable stew. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in stews.

Beer in salads

Beer is a great addition to salads, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory salads, from traditional beer and cheese salad to more experimental salads like beer and vegetable salad. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in salads.

Beer in cakes

Beer is a great addition to cakes, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory cakes, from traditional beer and chocolate cake to more experimental cakes like beer and fruit cake. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in cakes.

Beer in drinks

Beer is a great addition to drinks, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory drinks, from traditional beer and orange juice to more experimental drinks like beer and cranberry juice. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in drinks.

In conclusion, beer is a versatile ingredient that can be used in a variety of ways in cooking. It enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a great addition to soups, stews, salads, cakes, and drinks. Incorporating beer into your cooking can add a rich and flavorful dimension to your dishes.

BRECKHOLD adaption ‘stunning’

By Rod Conder
Friday reporter

Bertolt Brecht’s The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui opened Wednesday night at the J. E. Brown’s Director. Director Herbert Haus has created a stunning adaptation of this unusual play.

Indeed, the same holds true following the prohibition — five bored men in a desolate basement in space age Syracuse were the first to realize that beer was more than just a hangover tonic. That was the year 1970.

Beer is a versatile ingredient that can be used in a wide variety of dishes, from soups to salads. It can be added to recipes as a beverage, a cooking ingredient, or even as an additive to enhance flavor. In fact, beer is used in a variety of ways in cooking, from basting meats to enhancing sauces. In this article, we will explore the different ways beer can be used in recipes and the benefits of incorporating it into your cooking.

Beer in soups

Beer is a great addition to soups, providing a rich and creamy base. It can be used in both sweet and savory soups, from traditional beer and cheese soup to more experimental soups like beer and mushroom soup. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in soups.

Beer in stews

Beer is a great addition to stews, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory stews, from traditional beer and onion stew to more experimental stews like beer and vegetable stew. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in stews.

Beer in salads

Beer is a great addition to salads, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory salads, from traditional beer and cheese salad to more experimental salads like beer and vegetable salad. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in salads.

Beer in cakes

Beer is a great addition to cakes, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory cakes, from traditional beer and chocolate cake to more experimental cakes like beer and fruit cake. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in cakes.

Beer in drinks

Beer is a great addition to drinks, providing a rich and flavorful base. It can be used in both sweet and savory drinks, from traditional beer and orange juice to more experimental drinks like beer and cranberry juice. Beer enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a versatile ingredient in drinks.

In conclusion, beer is a versatile ingredient that can be used in a variety of ways in cooking. It enhances the flavor of the ingredients, making it a great addition to soups, stews, salads, cakes, and drinks. Incorporating beer into your cooking can add a rich and flavorful dimension to your dishes.

Spyro Gyra to perform

Award-winning jazz sounds to fill hall

By F. F. Wilson
Friday reporter

Ten years ago Spyro Gyra was playing in the back yard of Buffalo. Today the members of the jazz group, which brilhantly capped their nine-year and most recent LP is aproaching platinum. Their second LP, Morning Dance, released in 1979, is ap-roaching platinum. Their seventh LP, Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

Spyro Gyra

Q. What does a... Municipal Court Judge Commander of the Highway Patrol Assistant City Prosecutor Defense Attorney General Manager of a bar Beer Distributor MADD Chapter President State Representative Prevention Education Coordinator . . . all have in common?

A. They’re all speaking at... “A Public Forum on the issues of Drinking and Driving”

Wednesday, April 16, 1986 7:30 p.m. N.E. Commons Reception immediately following FREE and open to the public

WINTHROP TERRACE NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

Hurry — Don’t Miss Out!! Apartments Going Fast!!

3 Locations

• Palmer Avenue • South Summit St. • Napoleon Road

• One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
• On site management
• Full time Maintenance
• Student Express Tokens Available for Tenants
• Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

NEW FOR FALL 1986

• STUDENT JUMBO BOOK" 121 West Hall 7 p.m. • 9 p.m. • $1

WINNIE THE POOH DISNEY BOOK

OFFICE: 402 N. 8TH ST. 733-8935 9-6 weekdays, Sat. 10-3 evenings Appointments Required

Sunday, April 15, 1986
NEW ARRIVALS:

COMING SOON:
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